gnenlk, the intent of thu report hl
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foots of public rkhate . For here we
hase a case in which !licie nnon

•

of !he emotional amllsnhtca l lus.
sons 1 ut apleat in raaltcn like thane
n .,h n-, fallrmt m flm .ndatsnr : none
orf tle olwimn cemsmnc• accI prcti-,c

VELIKOVSKY RIDES AGAIN ;'
flOW .'RU XI.%RC()I .IS
'the September l%3 issue of The

l:icrkegaard tensed 'far and trcrnb'

Amerca,, fkhasion! Scientist dcotcd
,3 t elf to all imrunwred defense of

plow did Vchkonky free haunch of
the pciodim that blind the *weal
scientists' "When the Vdrlmsky
rmnas.dnsiI denunciation of scientists allait a considered in the light of the
history of science it lases its I-ling
Ier ano_.udh• rclosing the man ∎ fair
hcanng .Ile
• three a,ticks developing qualities . \'clikossky." we are told.
these amssatiom were pthlished "saw what other scholar were not able
under the collective title • "Ite to sec because he relied on pieces of
politics of Science and Ile . Vclikov- cidcnce that they had choses to
sky:' '\\Toil
neglect, namely the accsmnlatcd
e Vchkmsh s ideas are
not at alI Icsrmd r
ntx .s m .- the rmwds of human alx .is..r s . Natural
articles co nchrlc . °as a cram nniat scientists who scorn these records put
.e appears in the company of Plato, tbcrnsclscs in file position of the Carl%i
ast-ho heel that no Nuls
Agnua., Brmro, lhscattcs Newton
and pant . \\%sat amie% therefore be respcrtahk scholar should resort to
.the to scoq,e ." )
only the dot • of the enties of uicnce,
On this basis, it is nmwrpsrng that
-to iklnh ordi-n- or cen mistaken scho1rs-lccovvxs. he accident, the maganinc's editor . Alfred dc
Crania . a prof ssur of gmcnmlent at
an rrccxpm to ckiccl a great 'Iront ni
New York t'nisrrsihv, should issue a
flic
rallsing cry to his readers: "'hat has
is Lctts heady stoff . Tle rca.
f- soisIliigreen
not been appnrutcrl .' rk Cram
for floc mass,,e rntmtice
dme to \'ehkmsky rance wade . he, writes ". . n the heIr in-be-,"t
ginning with the cmsrntrrul acensa- of the social and behosioral science,
social sciences arc the basis of
finn that scientists are nnwrmn, to The
Vdikmskv's wrack . . .1t is by the
listen to someone without formal
ene
of the methnlokre of social
e,elenfiah, assit ending with a hoanc
rcienee and the slate, of Miter that
si,-tion that -an informal kft Sein
Vehtmsky has launched his fon,rV network might well have been in daMe asaanlt rpm the heats and
epeeseon.' Rot all this •n by the wary.
theme (If the classics, antrorsoms •,
The principal thor advances% in Re- genkre, and fir lines . biooe . Yet the
hasinal Scientist, arrt oho in an article social scientist, hale been grrxralle
in Ilarpcr s by Fric Unlace . is that the
unaware of his work and almrot to! .rlh
scientist arc reacting irratitmalle to disengaged
.a challcnge which they are unable to
Nom of this stuns to have had
but which thraten, btgc parts much impact . The rnaganiné s readcn
V elute,
of the scientific woldsicr built rape r sprrnded fasorahty in lcttm . Bill
since Newton . Thin is the reaction
the physical scientists who were the
q
whic
, hi t--t,, according to tg~ frons of the attack seem bore, to have
,, cditos f x "the prolonged emotional
noticed the challenge- TIlcre is im in .
outburst in which almost the entire dicoria . that belasioral scientists in
scientific community of the 19501 significant Climbers are rolling to the
took p
art . an outburst of what Sorer call to defend \'ehkosks. Conor
\'chkmskv . the wnrkhioV <dsanrct
roller's man . and consequently to an

V
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graph, the story of events as narrated in the
Iliad and quoted also from other sources, recounts repeated strong perturbations between
Mars and Venus, the former being the more
disturbed of the two .
20

"That the planets occasionally hop about

from one orbit to another" is a misrepresentation of the incidental analogy drawn with
Bohr's model. The book (Worlds in Collision)
argues
the planets with
intersecting
or
converging orbits suffered near-collisions with
resulting changes in orbits .
21 Vclikovsky's opponents, C . Gaposchkin,
J . Stewart (Ilarpei s, June 1951) insisted that
the solar system is electrically and magnetically
'sterile' : no electromagnetic fields or forces are
present that are able even to a slightest degree
to affect the planetary orderly motions . For
claiming such fields in the solar system, he
was castigated by Mr . Gardner (In the Name
of Science, p . 33) and placed among believers
in a flat earth because he would 'belabor the
'orthodox' for refusing to recognize these im-

not to disent, the contro erse, since
no perceptible contrmrrst seems to
lace do d •ped . \%'flat is of most in.
tect here rs that thi attack on seientnts incidentatk awl spite nninten.
!anal% posrdes an imhcal, m of the
kind of cmfmr .n Ow mist Ic asps t- r
rd I- t-l-A -it- I-- file
V

mlbeoce that cannot be Molded 011
manes of wined to act rap a new spam

center or t .. h..ild a new mnlnMthnn
toit particle accelerator: none of the
maitre national serait, am" so
clearly imohed in mattes Re fIre
Iml h nr wlether to Mild an anti
lulhstrc
., missile s~,tem ; in short . we
hale to crmtcrcl with none of the
psierfnl factors that make it diffcrrlt
In get a reasnnaMc dispassnmate public
di,crnsrnn of the • technical side of
political issues . \Ve wrmld cspect a
mire . roaseahl rcasmahie wri2lünej la .
of cd.scctisc cidcncc Irv and rainst
r)-r . \'rhkmskv. The Behavioralrn
Sr
fist attack is rM cen direeted, 1
ptrtculark ac2mst tlsrne scientnlu ~~
who thrrta,s icon azo frit ltrat ms
appnpriate response !n tle honk was
to Icer pire,-ic m it, publisher t
ahwclm the poicet. It is a ~snml .
unguuhfied attack ou amore who
dnmisaed Vehlosds's work as plein
hokum . And what makes the attack
infcrctinç. coming in a scholarly
journal with a prestigious board of
editorial ach ;aor, is that \'rhkmsk -'1
w ork . a s clearly as am-thing can le iuM V
this work% . is plain hokum .
\'cht,nskds sic. is dirt ar ond,
I50n oc . tIre planet lnpitcr "POW /f
the planet \'crea n a curet . w-hiclf V"
the" I.mshel past the earth . pnlrc .
mg salt catastrpkcs (for maonpk .
boiling eccans) and ineidentalk the
ten plagri s of the NI'lkal Ftnlus . the

splitting of the Red Sea . and the pillar
of ehind by day and fire M • night which
the haber followed in the dkscrt for
the nest loth- iran . The resit of
Venn either tempraril 'topped it,,
earths rotation n tilted it mer m it,
nis, to .d K, the effect of prolonged
night in the Near Fast . Fifty-twn years
later, the comet trimmed . according to
Vclrhoesk,. again stopping or thing

aging y energies!" In debate with Stewart,
he wrote of "the reluctance to recognize the
existence of electrical and magnetic forces in
the celestial sphere," and Gardner quotes this
to make him appear ridiculous. Velikovsky's
claim was based upon several indications and
speculations :
1 . Jupiter sends radio noises . Confirmed
1955 .
2. Earth is surrounded by a magnetosphere,
Confirmed 1958.
3. Interplanetary space is permeated by a
magnetic field . Confirmed 1960 .
A The Sun has an appreciable charge,
which, according to V. A . Bailey, gives
it a potential of 10 billion volts (1960 ;
Nature, March 21, 1964) .
5. The rotation of the earth may be disturbed by an electromagnetic field of
force . Confirmed, A . Danjon, 1960 . The
magnetic force (dipole) follows the law
of the inverse cube of distance ; at close

approaches between celestial bodies a
much more intense interaction must
result .
:2 Tlic misfortune of science is that no
person of the Establishment has condescended
to argue with Velikovsky . No general theory
provides for everything . But there arc four
de"ailed lxxsks to argue with,
21 Who says so? llligmatic denial .
24 Historically, in natural and social science,
it is often indeed observed, not merely conceivable, that tinue man is right when most
others are wrong .
27, See alx)ve . Also Velikovsky offered a
M'ries of crucial tests, such as the great heat
of Venus (when it was agreed that Venus'
ground temperature was higher by 3 ° than
that of the earth) . It was found ( 1962-3) to
be around 800 ° . Or, the hydrocarbon nature
of Venus' envelope . Apparently confirmed :
1962-3 (Mariner 11) .
20 "Wrong in detail and still bo magnifievritly right" This is logical nonsense. As alsovo
there is aunplc ground for testing his theories
and they have begun to Ice tested . However,
the historical tests arc eminently in order.
Agreed that, "If these do support his thesis,
then the scientific community is indeed gravely
at fault . " They do so support and the
cttonnunity is at fault .
27 Margolis says he dislikes impassioned
latuguage!
,,"Anyone" and "a few hours ." These are
apparently the Bulletin qualifications for abuse
and slander. An incredible position for a scientific journal . Cf . the similar attempt of Mrs .
Gaposchkin (ABS, Sept . 1963, p . 17 ) .
-9 R . Juergens checked on Margolis' caroful compendium, and reports : "In two brief
paragraphs of quotations from Worlds in Collision, Margolis deletes five pairs of quotation
marks, in effect, attributing words to Velikovsky that are not his ; deletes two words, misspells a third, and inserts a questionable
synonym for the fourth ; he capitalizes four
words not so capitalized in the book, and dccapitalizes three others which arc capitalized
in the lxxsk ; he ignores Vcliko sky's paragraph structure, running parts of two as one ;
he drops a colon and inserts a period in its
stead ."
,o Conveys the idea that Margolis did so ;
but lie gives indication only of having read a
version in English by Griffith, not the originals
or the later French version .
a False . It is fairly certain on its face that
the dueumcnt tells one story and the events
arc dt-scrilled as parts of the story : tempest,
darkness, Pi-Kharoti, battles of King Turn,
the apotheosis in the surges of the whirlpool.
;,s Thom=Toton=Tum . It is difficult to believe otherwise . "Les combats du roi Toum
en cc lieu" (Gos on, p . 33), "The conflicts of
the king Tum" (Griffith)
.
.a King's battles or advance against the 'evil
driers' is in t ;-xt . Velikovsky interprets the two
forces opposing Thom as identical .
a t "Pekharti which Velikovsky alters into
Pi-Khiroti ." Margolis is unaware that the
hieroglyphic text has no vowels, but only
consonants ; further, he did not read Goyon,
because Coyon transcribes Pi-Kharoti . "Pi-ha
Iliroth which Velikovsky alters into Pi-haKhiroth, further enhancing his evidence."
Margolis should know that flet and khat are
two different letters in Hebrew (as in Handel
and Bach, they are pronounced differently) ;
he argues as if the original text of the Old
Testament was Written in King James Version .
Finally, Vclikovsky quoted the King James
version as is : "encamping by the sea, beside
Pi-ha-hiroth" and added in square brackets
[Khiroth) . In a letter to Velikovsky of June 6,
1946, W . F . Albright, eminent Orientalist .
expressed himself favorably as to the possible
identification of Phrt with Pihahirot of Exodus .
(Albright was at least then a strong opponent
of Velikovsky's chronology) . "Ham is in
Hebrew what "the" is in English ; Margolis
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the globe. so prorhscint the earrsele do pork as hokmn . It is at kat concern a.
sorbed in the Book of lmhtu . AFaast1 4bile. if however resnatec
that utmost
eight Centuries later . a loser set o(V osmose is wrong and that Vehkovsky
catastrophes .as produced by the plan . .s right.
et blah, which ul-tedly came near
%fore plassshlr . it'wouht be possible
the earth and at one point coniekd that the details of the Vchk,nskv the .,

sea, beside rrIt . Khiroth . lise imerip.
tion on the shrine also narrates the
death of the pharaoh daring this pur
sait under esceptiorul circumstances .

a ho prol.wsndcd thon . arc

whirlpool. the es-,l,4rn pies.ukd rot
exer hg
. maKsty. 11 . matcsly leaped

with Vcorn. The rank was that both ries.

bodes scttlnl doves in the o,bin in

runic. hot that his general insight is

which we know them tartly. In the wand. and that -ned r, hlc what
prrcess the knob d the arth's year
\'chkmakc a,pysh dd happen .
win changM from .6t) days to the
Ilius these s no scientific way to

present 16s aad a fraction .

an Vehkasky's coneinsinm and

hose n a great deal more . VeltocV nn that basis prac that hg. work is
sky loch hi, anahsis hello explain an
mthkss. lie -id be w-mnç nn al-

range of things . fran such
tmsaht .e s a why thirteen ie consid .

ment ess y dotal, and still he magnücent),, right in al kart part ni bu cou.
sied an snhrky m -he . to the origin ceptim . M a rc ote . Vehkawaky .asst
d the apeers (r)arwn wa higely be oct m bis arn chosen grenrnd.
wong)
and celestial meehanaeslg with an «amination of his me ci the
(lenion was wning in imputant rc-V -'msmalatcd records of hansss a.
pects I . Freept in the nie general përienee ." If these do support his the.
ay. Vchkmsky oaers an cspianation
ars. then the acrsshk conmmstv n
of how it n possible that things could moLd gravel, st fork br ref-ing to
co room

elle way be ssaggah . llis view

h

s

that -the soar ostein n rtnaM t

ooh threnagh this teksewpe . Bat w bat

lr~y_
Yrhkfylkiso
ul

uile bite an atom" and that the plan. y

çnphatiolly n

t evens if hu theories violated none

ets ocesvroallr hop al .w,t tenn one

ci the prcscnth accepted understand .

obit to another, orme err ess a elec.
ron . were u,plrwnt to coo in Mich
Runs concephms d the alien . Ved .

ings d how the world woks, theT
wmrkt pane to he reiretnl a nonsense
miay; fa a a'n
who spuds a

kmsty also asimes the esmtence d3Fcw horn in a library ehreekinc Vdi .
v masse, and eh- fa nnlctettahk. ' kossly i sources null discover . \t'orkh
ckctr~en~w~eir furca m tire solar sssn Collision is. if nothing chic, a matchttsa(a&~
a 7,r' d,lookv points mt in And kn eonpoul'_oun_d h_
owyencan
M-fe to \L'orlds m Coll sion, "ami/ pense an) thing if Van are only cank is
famnh and no hierngl phic will staid
enact . It you wish to 6ad refutation

,n the way of those who set ont to
read it ."
As a consequence . there are limited
acs
A l
v

urn~ies fa a technical arguencst

with Vdikmskv. Ile describes a theory
which does not seem to make sense,
and he does not pretend to offer any

csplanatio u heat

detailed
how Ins
theories can he made to intake sense .
For csanpie, it appears to be inherent .
h impossible for Man to collide with
Venoi at some print outside the
arth's orbit, a Vekki sly proposes.

with the consequence that Venus is
knocked into a neat' citsla shit
wen within the eart hs orbit, and Man

remains in a nary riroihr orbit outsick the ash's orbit . Tin sans to be
the cave for the same kind of reason
hat yvu arenot por two quarts d
}~ uter into a orr4lrurt ia: theV a far as we can ten, simply isn't built
that waw .
But that the Vdslasky theories
secre to make no sale n not nem-

saely mlkient reason for regarding his
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when the ma1sh- feu cht with the
cs-il dens in this pool, the pla-c of the
Now

min cIr Irlac of llr whalpnl . 11n the sane apotheosis described to

Pha
Exodus 15 :19: For the horse of .
rro1, went on with hu cf..", "A In,
hrwsemcn into the sea, and the Lord
brought again the waters, spm these ."
Vchknnk, 'ders to thn es;d ence
again a f - Pages later: "Yin the shrine
Isnwd in A Arnh the story is taN d
a hurricane aid a Innimic'd daknes,

ohm nnhn& earN lease the place .
and d the patinie by the Pharoah
Tanni'tlsms of the fleeing claves . hon
he panned to Pi-Khinni, which is the
biblical Pi-ha Al,iroh ."
Now d you tah up the aquas
scription, veil notre some a iotas.
thing
. : for example, the two i,rideots
d the •tnrm a, .I the leap iota tir
wh.rl1a.d ae not solrsrrtul, a \'ehh
kmsky presents thon. Il" are
scribed as taking place at widely dit-

The notion that the king raped a lady

may be appealing to the subconscious of Mr.
Margolis, but is not mentioned in either translation of the text . Anyhow the 'lady" talked
about in the text was the King's mother . (Of
course, nothing is impossible .)
It must not be assumed that there is no
room for disagreement on the details, or even
on the general nature of the text of documents such as this . Nor does Velikovsky's
work, dealing as it does with extraordinarily
difficult materials, emerge unscathed . Margolis
did not detect it, but we noticed, for example,
an omission of three dots from Velikovsky's
notes on a French hand-written manuscript
translating the original carving, which could
mean a "She" instead of "7t," was meant in
one place with a possible facet of doubt

v~

forint places at sickly different times

with nn retal .m between thorn, and
tAry ins'ohe not the sane king . but
two d,Bttent kmsm nrilhas d then
named Taoui Them . ilote is no men- \11

tum of thr phatrds passing the Eee
d \'cbloeskv's arguments . von have ing shies to Pr-Khnrsti, or any other
sinewy to look ap the sources he cites place. In fact, there is no mention of
in hor footnotes .
fleeing slaves . Bat there is locution of
11ben Velslowsky wishes to provide a place called Pcllurti . which Vet, .
eonkrnutinn that the biblical stor of koeskv alto into Prlh .tnti- so makthe Farcins is literally accurate, he ing it more srmrlar to the place artnally
cites an inscription found on a shone mentioned in Feeders . Pi ha f limeh.
found at et-Amh, on the bader be. which Velilossk, ha ahcmd into Pi
tween Palestine and Fgspf. IIe quotes hal:h.r,eh . hnllrr cnluncmg h s a - ia passage from the inscription descnbb dence . But Pekharti n not the name
ing a period of prolonged darkness and of the place near the whirlponl . It n
storm . which parallels the biblical ac. the place where a king (not the ling
eonntvsf three da., daknm. Ils goes who kat. inlo she wbrlpoot at, hm:
and rapes a lads. Flsthcrmoe, the
"That both sources, thr l iebr,v and kung docs not lap to hor 'cath when
the Egyptian, refer to the saine event he pimps into the w-hirlpo l ; rather, to
can be established be another mao quote from the inscription, 'his less
also . Following the prolonged dark. bosom those d a erncodrk, his heal
nes, and the hurricane, the pharaoh . that of a hawk with bull thorns upon
according to the hierrehphk test of it : he smote the mi dean in the
the shrine. porsrsed the cnldocss to Place of tIre \\bnlpool ." In fact, the
the place called ITKhirofi . lise .ane wink .nscdpli,m ha noth mg to do
place is mentioned in Esodsn 14 :9 : with historical ments at a11. hot is
But the Egyptian pursued them, afl about the msihnl oeical gid king of
the horses ad chariots of Phaosh . . . Frrpt, ham whom the 14--his were
and oscstook them esrnnsping by the to claim descent, and the king who
April 1964 Mlkein err the .%bran, tex-iNS :n

should have known this or, at least, read it
in the footnotes of Worlds in Collision, or in
Ages in Chaos .

sears against the Flyksos . Vchkovsky ielcitIlics
tIse "rebels" or "evil-men" with the hebrews .
One may agree or disagree on the probatory
force of his arguments, but certainly they are
founded on specific statements of the text .
For instance, it is stated that the convulsion
which was both a physical disturbance with
storms and darkness and a revolution, started
when the king employed the Asiatics in construction work : "Ile had made his hall with
list • he-11) of evil-men . Evil fell sspnn the earths ."
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emerging concerning one element of Velikov .
sky's exegesis .
ad Margolis gives a preposterous and irrelevant account of the Egyptian text. The text
deals with some local events that contributed
to the fame of the sanctuary where the inscription was placed . These events were part
of a struggle against "rebels" or "evil-mcn"
which was accompanied by terrific physical
disturbances. These events were so catastrophic
that the story of them took on the style and
characters of the standard Egyptian myth
of creation . For this reason the events are
ascribed to god-kings of the Egyptian myth
of creation . In this respect the meaning of the
text is evident. The only matter to be subject to interpretation is that of ascertaining
which are the historical events that are linked
with the myth of creation . The enemies of
Egypt are described as Asiatics who lived to
the immediate east of Egypt . Coyon suggests
that the historical background may be the

ar The fact that there are in tise Egyptian
text references to the gods docs nist affect
the historical character of other references .
Gods and kings are often mixed together in
historical passages . It was also a commun
practice of ancient Oriental historical annals
to change defeats into something ciao, Here
too the text seems to explain away a defeat :
"When the Majesty of Ra was fighting the
enemies in this water of lake Yat-Destti, the
rebels did not reveal a military power against
His Majesty . When His Majesty made contact
with Lake Yat-Dcsui, he took the form of a
crocodile . . . ."
%n Alrnat 'firstborn' and 'chosen ; a chapter
under this name exists in Ages in Chaos, pp.
321f, apparently unknown to Margolis. A
fairly strong case is presented . lise 'explicit'
language of the Bible requires a belief in a
miracle (only firstborn killed), so, to explain
the factual events behind the story, the chapter
in Ages in Chaos was written.
ao Worlds in Collision has inter alia this to
say on the subject of earthquake as one of
the plagues : "To confirm my interpretation of
the tenth plague as an earthquake which
should be obvious from the expression, 'to
smite the houses ; I find a corrolsorative passage of Artapanus in which he describes the
last night before the Exodus, and which is
quoted by Eusebius : There were 'hail and
earthquake by night
. at that time all the
houses fell in, and most of the temples .' Also
llieronymus (St . Jerome) wrote in an epistle
that 'in the night in which Exodus took place,
aIl the temples of Egypt were destroyed by
an carthshock or by the thunderbolt .' Similarly
in the Midrashim : . . . 'earthquake, fire,
meteorites .' "
40 Observe the use of the word 'obvious'
above and in this passage in quotes by Margolis . Velikovsky does not use the word at all!
41 All that Velikovsky wrote on this matter
was one passage : (p . 171) : "The birth of
All~ was assigned to the middle of tle
second millennium . Augustine wrote : 'Minerva
.
[Atherlel is reported to have appeared
[dots in text) in the time of Ogygcs .' This
statement is found in the City of God (Bk.
XVIII, cla . 8), the book containing the quotation from Varro that the planet Venus changed
its course and form in the time of Ogyges .
Augustine also synchronized joshua with the
time of Minerva activities (Ibid ., BK. XVIII,
Ch . 12) ." It is simply false to say that Velikovsky cited Augustine to show "that Minerva
first appeared in the time of Moses ."
42 Where? Reckless accusation .
4a Where? Reckless accusation .
44 Some records quoted are contemporaneous
with the events, sonne of later date, such as
the Talmud, Pliny, or Plutarch ; this is certainly legitimate ; no "neglect" is involved
unless the reader is uneducated and must be
told in each instance the date of classical
writings ; even this is often done for lay readers
of Worlds in Collision.
4+ "The planet would have appeared to grow
larger
. Yet Velikovsky gives no indication
that he is surprised that no one noticed .
Everyone
noticed ;
the
( Margolis
italics ) .
readers must have noticed ; only Margolis did
not notice . p. 64, "the last night in Egypt
was as bright as the noon on the day of the
summer solstice (Zohar 11, 38-39) "; p . 77,
the same ; p. 79, description of Typhon : one
of his hands reached out to the west and the
other to the east ; p, 82, Pliny . fiery appear-
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\'clksnskv simply icm„c, art thing
leaps into the whrdpnni after Id, enc
that conflicts with the interprdatims
unies is none other than Ra, the great
.
(The
passage
imhe wishes to put on the record, . Ile
son god of Egypt
ha a chapter argrring that b-fsxc the
mcduatrh• following the leap into the
whidprx,l cited fry Velikmskr reads :
seventh eentnn , .c . the %car was voir•
i(,0 dais long. consisting of twelve
Now, the maicsly of Scb appeared in
lunar months of thirty dat, cash . But
the scat of the erocnlik gods, of
v / Schick Ra, of Shu, and of Osiris-R2,444,,
.,,, Inc forgets that earlier in the book he
upon the throne of his father Slm as
in h,mseif ha gnuottd anode that army
tralict that Claim . Ills mistranslates
king of ,ach of risen and all flesh•
heaven, earth, and the underworld,
ragas from foreign authors, and
water. hills. winds, the octan and thc' ,fers the mistranslation as evidence
rocks . . . Now the majesty of Seb
for his theories . Ike describes records
which he claims (krmm .trate that the
said to the great cycle of nine gods
who accompanied him . . ." and so«,appcararxc of the leavens has
hanged, but neglects to mention that
on .) (hs inch oidcswr, according t,,
the fkhaioral Scientist. Vclikaskv
he records date from periods 500 to
.0110 years after the dunce purport.
has thrrnsn tIre sce-tific w-oll into
"fear arrt tnnnhling ."
dk hook place.
\''diknsky and iris suppxters tenn
It is typical of Vc)ikovskv s scholar.
ship. lic wished to prat that the to hat an cemlingh'acne notion
great tenth pli rie, tire slaughter 4 lh,
of the sine of a planet . If • in fact•
firstborn of lcvpt . actually described either Venus or Mars hall brushed tip
an earthquake caused by tive approach against the earth. and it is this supof Venin. Ile theorira that since the
position that is the heart of Velikovllcbxew words fill "firstborn" angst$ sky's theory. the plassct would hale
"choseni' are similar • there mas• brae
appeared to ,as large and larger as
.,~
.~ o ~ been a corruption in the text-the dat* M• das it came nearer to earth .
V plaie was an earthquake, the
Eventually it would appear to dwarf
"chosen' (the aristocracy) of Egypt
the son and the moos . Yet \'chkrwmight hat been killed when their
ski• cises no imlkation that he is sur •
hoes stone hooses collapsed upon prism at the curios fact that no one
than, wick the slaves . lis ing in mind
nticet. that althouch he can cite all
(nuts . urnnrei .'Ibis interpretation . ilk .
sorts of legends about Roots and
cider \'clikovsks' . is "obsicus," for the
varthgnakrs moi evens sent of catas .
Wile sacs that the raid "smote the tmphe . he can rite no description
horses" of the Egyptians while pass .
pinking these events nith shat clearly
ing oser those of the llchmss, Ouch
wnrskl hat been the most striking
clearly implies an carthgnake . \'eliaspect of tire encomter-the erasinai
km•s kv reached this "otsiors" inter•
crrsntis of a speck among
stars
V pretation despite the rather esplieit until it became so large as to seem
lan,ugc of the biblical account : "And
to emir the whole sky .
it cmc to pass that at midnight the
Tise Acha-ioral Scientist reports
Lord smote all the firstborn in the
that its articles wire read in ash'ancc
land of Egypt, from the firstborn of b • %rich wrlhknnsn scholars a ProPharoah that sat upon his throne
feline laswell of Yak, past presieent
unto the firstborn of the captive that
of the American Political Science As
wat in the dungeon and all tire firstsociltirm : Moses llxln • Jay Professor
hon of cask ."
of Creek at Columbia : Salvador de
i-sen the saints are not preserved
Maelaniaga, of 0\ford, and a nnn,IV,
against \'dkmskv's scholarship. Ilcryof others • aH of whom nsc rira :cd
cites St . Ar,rstints City of Cod as
publication . What is most surprising
,nrthofih • for his view that Minerva lin this is not that there should be a
., (who Vchlmskv sats represented the
resival in interest in \'cliro'sks . for
planet \cons) first appeared in the in ficember )')/_ Professors Mot?
of Cohrmhia and R.rgs,ann of Prince
tine of Moses. But the passage he
cites says the opposite : that Miners ton published a letter in Science, a,
going that in faimcss to Velikovsks
was "far more ancient ."
So it goes in the world of Vchkovit shoul be noted that sesnal predic
skian scholarship . \Vsen he cites neetions that he had mask have sine
ords of astronomical obser ation .
been confirmed . That a lone. a
s \Iib
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anal Ilargmann uuggesteh pros-irks
sufficient gnwumls for taking a fresh
look at \'chkasks, although it does
nof imply that the fresh look shm,kl
necessarily reach anv kinekr jndgemast than the orIginal . '11"m a no
shortage of science fiction writers who
can claim to have made uric striking
pralictimn • but no onse is rushing to
proclaim them all "savants of the

f/

\\Trot is surprising in the fichas•
ioral Scierrtis( report is not that somcone should q,-ti- thc outright n:
jsetinn of Vehkmsky but the tone
of the attack : the argument that
Velik askds enties ate dmert by irrational "fc-ar arsdi tumbling she frc-f
grentiv amt ssnncdnss starlhngly,
distorted sununa,ies of the ar, mer s
offered Irv Vclkovs critics, ari
the failure of the rcloot to take n
tice of ans flaws in Velikossks's scholarship • to is-cri cnnsickr the pnss,hilitt• that \'clikosskv's work might har
merited the ridicule it reccis-ed . \lost
srrpnsrng of all is the snggcstion that
aortal «icnhsts ought to rally to
Vchkm'sky a a man who has demosstratnl the power of the "methedol~
of social scinxr."
r l Is the Hchn-iotal Scientist salami •
arguing that \'eliks,ks's methodol .
ores•, of ,'breis a sn .all but rcracnta •
truc sanrpllng Ios heer, presentL
lucre . pl-dc, gnxmds for rkfc,,dsis
\*,ll-,k\,
Me pages sd the Hcha-soral Scien
.
tist report spill oser -th angry and
1-inn . awl goal jnilgnscnt quickly
falls b• the was . :\, noted radar, it
,,It he useful to keep thus nsirknt in
nual . for csanplc. the uc\t time we
hear gnalions of ,hs ,t n that :rn
impartial fids- of reholars i not 'et
rip to provide onhiasc I factual mep its . ,hieh will then lic nniscrully
accepted a the basis for disco-nn
by app parties to part,-1 sonttotc,sv .
The problem is not that there are no
ohpechsc facts • Mit that t is naive to
snp1xsc that on am mic that nopassions-that is to sa •, on any sig.
nificant public issue-scholars still
riot be frond to snppxt 1-th sides .
And heed with that choice of expert
opus, .,, it is, of csursc, not easy for
participants in the dilate to resist
the temptation to bchc,-e that the
scholar who shares his approach is the
man with the objective facts .

archaeological discoveries of current Egyptian
objetcs in Greek ("later") diggings, are some
of Velikovsky's wild guesses ."
48 Since this is the third reference to a
phrase that occurred [omacl in L . Stecchini'
article, Margolis should b informed that
Kierkegaard's use of the phrase did not
involve people literally going about shaking
like aspen leaves . Kierkegaard meant man's
Fear in relation to the Cosmos .
49 Example? A single case, at least?
ao But cf . ARS p . 67, "While his ideas are
not at all beyond criticism . . . ."
si Inaccurate quote. Certainly, however,
Velikovsky has shown what remarkable resources still exist in ancient materials .
se Next Margolis will be an expert on
sampling!
"The small but representative sampling"
actually consists of criticism of two points out
of four extensive volumes of published writings . In one, which deals with an Egyptian
inscription, Margolis flunks in Egyptology and
linguistics . In the other, which refers to
Augustine, he fatally misquotes both Augustine
and Velikovsky .
as The grounds are very clearly stated, if
Margolis will read them . Velikovsky deserves
defense primarily as a serious scholar attempting to place his work before a scientific public
without censorship, personal abuse, slander,
and-ostracism . NOWHERE DOES MARGOLIS
TAKE UP TIcE CRAVE ISSUE OF VIOLATION OF A MAN'S PERSONAL LIBERTY
AND CENSORSHIP BY A BODY OF OPPONENTS, NOR DOES HE TREAT THE
SECOND MAIN EFFORT OF THE ABS
ARTICLES : THEIR PROPOSITIONS ABOUT
THE SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE .
S4 Alas,
the
double-talk begins again .
Six careful readings of this paragraph leave
us baffled and bemused . Perhaps our readers
can make sense of it .
A . de G.
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ance
. twisted like a coil and it was very
grim to behold . . . a ball of fire . ; p. 83, "in
the shape of a globe and was of terrible
aspect" (from Rockenback, 1602) ; pp . 83-84,
Lydus, Servius, Hcphestion, Junctinus mention
the Typhon comet : it is depicted as an "immense globe" (globus immodicus) . Even in
the subsequent centuries : p. 164, Chaldeans :
Venus-"bright torch of heaven" that "illuminates like the sun ." "A stupendous prodigy
in the sky ." ; p . 165, Chinese : "Venus .
rivaled the sun in brightness ." ; p. 165, Hebrews : "Iiie brilliant light of Venus blazes
from one end of the cosmos to the other end."
Many more quotes could be extracted from
Worlds in Collision.
46 This perennial surprise of Margolis is a

trite device of transition (cf. above paragraph 3, and next paragraph below) that
unfortunately leaves whole ideas introduced
and dangling . What is surprising in this?
47 There is a shortage of good wild-guessers .
The Encyclopedia Americana cites as a most
striking prediction J . Swift's prediction of two
satellites of Mars (1726), actually discovered
by A . Hall in 1877 ; but who is to say? In
the time of Swift, one year before Newton's
death, there were known to be five satellites
of Saturn, four of Jupiter, one of Earth, two
(imaginary) of Venus . A lucky guess of Mars'
satellites is conceivable . Predicting radio
noises of Jupiter, or the great heat of Venus
(claiming, against the calculated value of
17°C, a state close to incandescence), or
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The Reform of Publishing
( AN EDITORIAL)
From beginning to end, publishing today is miserably astraddle medievalism and
commercialism . Its rationale and organization are obstacles to research and scholarship .
In a quip that few bothered to understand, Robert M . Hutchins once said that we
should give the college diploma to anyone who applied and paid a fcc. We are reminded
of this when we consider the problems of "scholarly" publication . Since today almost
anyone can publish his ideas, and often the quality of the work is inversely proportional to its easy publishability, we must also say : "We should publish anything a
scholar wants to publish, no questions asked ." Let any social scientist who has the
nerve to write be assured that his writing will be available to those who might be
interested in his ideas . Let him bear the praise or blame, as he will in any case .
There would be no waiting while overworked editors read a study and arrive at a
questionable decision about it, no need to pretend that many of the heavy costs of
publishing are more than a waste, no reworking of a piece to satisfy the eccentricities
of a succession of journals and publishers . We venture to say that no decline in the
quality of writing overall would be apparent, and only a moderate increase in quantity .
(Consider that currently much bad writing is done to persuade academic superiors
of a person's merit . If anyone could be published, this spurious activity might
diminish .)
Suppose the several journals that form the bulk of a discipline's publishing joined
their resources, and set up an inexpensive format, in loose-leaf, with standard typefaces and sizes . Counting on a continuous flow of manuscript, a most efficient printing operation could be set up . Whatever manuscript came in would be printed, if its
author said it was ready to go . Books and monographs could be handled in the same
way . Can anyone familiar with printing and publishing doubt that this complete
enterprise would involve less cost than present professional publishing? Are not the
present expensively bound, miscellaneous collections of studies an anachronism and
an enemy of orderly research?
How should we account for differing demands? First by permitting each author
of the group only a certain number of copies free . He might either designate the
recipients or instruct the center to fill all requests until his quota was exhausted .
Meanwhile, all members of the group would check on a monthly list the items they
wanted until a yearly quota was exhausted, after which they would pay for items .
No longer would they perforce collect pounds of useless material for every ounce
they used . The author could also pay for extra copies, as he does now .
For those who wished a more exotic garb for their work, a central service would
reproduce and send any member's work to a list of journals and publishers simultaneously . The first offer received by the author, returned on a standard form accompanying the manuscript, would be accepted . This method would both save the
author's energies and time, and hasten publication . Opposition would come from
author's agents and publishers, both of whom like to have sole option on a work .
However, particularly for scientific writing, their policy is against the author's best
interests.
Those not liking either plan may be consoled with the thought that an author
would not be bound to the plans and could use traditional channels . Nevertheless, the
impact of the two phases of the new plan would be likely to break up many f rustrations that serious authors today encounter in persuading others to publish their
work, in getting their ideas to the few who might use them, in preserving their time,
energy, and money for their principal raison d'être-scholarship-, and in cataloging
and using the large variety of published materials .
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